CRIME ROUNDUPT Events from the week of April 20

April 20
The University Police Department made an arrest at the corner of California and Foothill boulevards at 12:35 a.m. The arrested female, who was not a Cal Poly student, was taken into custody for driving under the influence of alcohol and transported to San Luis Obispo County Jail.

April 21
Medical aid was requested to the Cerrito Vista housing complex at 2:08 a.m. to assist a male who was having convulsions. The student was transported to Sierra Vista Regional Medical Center. No other information was available.

A student injured herself at the Rec Center at 3:42 p.m. and was taken to the Health Center for further treatment. Her current condition is unknown.

April 22
UPD responded to South Poly View Drive to assist a bicyclist involved in a traffic collision. It was not determined whether or not the bike hit a vehicle or if the person lost control of the bicycle.

April 24
UPD arrested a Cal Poly student on Orange Street for public intoxication and transported her to San Luis Obispo County Jail.

April 25
A staff and student parking sign on the bottom level of the Grand Avenue parking structure was broken off from its base. No damage estimate was available, and the vandals are still at large.

At 7:40 p.m., UPD responded to the computer science building after a theft from a vending machine was reported. The losses from the theft are estimated to be at least one dollar, though official said these type of crimes are increasing since the beginning of the school year.
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Classrooms will be renovated and buildings will be funded by state-approved Proposition 55.

Leah Mori MUSTANG DAILY

Approval of Proposition 55 by California voters means more than $35 million in funding for Cal Poly to use in replacing and remodeling classrooms, buildings and equipment. The $35 million is Cal Poly's portion of more than $71 million that has been designated for use on the Central Coast.

Cuesta College, Allan Hancock College and K-12 schools will receive funding from Proposition 55 as well.

More than $28 million will be used to benefit the College of Architecture and Environmental Design. Approximately $17 million, derived from both Proposition 47 and 55, will be used to fund the construction of a new architecture and construction management building. The proposed 66,000-square-foot building will take the place of the 60-year-old heating and air conditioning building.

Tentative plans for the building include 12 lecture halls, 26 various labs and 10 faculty offices. It will also house the construction management and other CAED departments. Plans may change in accordance with the amount of funds received by private sponsors.

Doug Austin is the project's director. Austin works for Austin From Robbins Partners, the architects chosen for the task.

The expected groundbreaking for the project is set for 2005 and is expected to be completed and occupied in Fall 2007.

In addition to the new building, architecture and industrial technology classrooms will be renovated, including engineering west, Dexter and architecture buildings.

Lighting, wiring, as well as classroom and lab space, will be improved. About 87 million, from Proposition 47 and 55, will be spent on the project.

CAED Dean Thomas Jones said he is excited about the project. "It's going to be something that will be very helpful to the students," he said. "It will provide for an upgrade of greater efficiencies. Students will experience a real upgrade in the very teaching facilities that we're in."

Approximately $5.3 million has been allotted to purchase new engineering equipment. This high-tech equipment will be placed in the Engineering IV building, which is currently under construction. Furnishings for the new building are also included in the $5.3 million.

Designs for a new Center of Agriculture and Environmental Design are under preparation, and construction is expected to commence as early as next school year.

Approximately 2,500 people are expected to attend this year's event, which is put on by a crew of volunteers.

Liza Sullivan MUSTANG DAILY

Her Haul! Aggies are coming to town and taking over Cal Poly's campus Saturday for the Future Farmers of America State Finals.

High school students from FFA chapters all over California will be competing in contests that include anything from plant and animal judging, to marketing and management presentations for a chance at the FFA national competition in Louisville, Ky.

FFA teams have been competing all season in statewide contest preparing for this final event, which is the "crème de la crème of judging," communications co-chair Matt Moreno said, an agriculture education and communications graduate. An anticipated 2,500 are expected for this year's event, which is put together by a crew of volunteer agriculture education and communication grad students and faculty advisers.

"It's going to be huge," Moreno said. "This is one of the strongest recruiting tools the College of Agriculture has!"

FFA began in 1928 and has had its state finals at Cal Poly, annually, since the beginning.

Because Cal Poly had the reputation of being college focused and funded on agriculture, and the university already hosted a state judging contest, since 1926 through a program called Junior Aggies, the FFA officials thought Cal Poly should continue the tradition and host California's finals, Moreno explained.

The event offers 19 different contests, which are designed to provide a real-life experience for students interested in agriculture, said co-chair Christine Lancaster. Some events focus on leadership, like the team presentations for farm business management and marketing plans, while others focus on career development, like the judging of pest control, livestock and vegetable crops.

Each of the contests will be held on sites throughout campus and are hosted by departments within the COMG.

Some of the winning contestants from Saturday's state finals have the "very prestigious opportunity to competing nationally in the final competition of a difficult crop," Melissa DePaoli explained. But only about half get to move on, because some of the contests offered here aren't offered at the national competition, she and Lancaster explained.

An awards ceremony will be held at Mustang Stadium on Saturday night.
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"It's going to be something that will be very helpful to the students. It will provide for an upgrade of greater efficiencies. Students will experience a real upgrade in the very teaching facilities that we're in."

— THOMAS JONES CAED DGN

Classrooms will be renovated and buildings will be funded by state-approved Proposition 55.

Poly hosts Future Farmers of America State Finals

While some athletes smoke celebratory cigars, other university members wonder if the results of the recent athletics fee referendum indicate a declining interest in preserving Cal Poly's learn by doing approach.

More than 45 groups and clubs, not related to intercollegiate athletics, were also supported by Instructionally Related Activities funds. These too face a comparatively ominous budget forecast. However, the groups, which receive a minority proportion of IRA fees, were not included for a possible increase in fee allocation during the last election.

Some professors are wondering why intercollegiate athletics was apparently prioritized before the similarly eligible non-athletic groups.

"Some of the frustration is the perception that athletics is well funded," said interim chair of the ethnic studies department Debra Valencia-Laver. "There is the perception to professors that athletics gets funding from a number of different sources."

Across the university, people are trying to maintain the same level of services in a time of a difficult budget, she said. It is increasingly

Fee raise won't cover some IRA groups

Anastasia Killham MUSTANG DAILY

Weather Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tides</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sun 11:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low 0.1 at 1:48 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High 0.1 at 1:48 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SUNSET 7:48 P.M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Prop. 55
continued from page 1
Science and mathematics building have also been included in the $35 million that Cal Poly received. The $1.2 million allocated for the project will pay for the initial, or working, design for the 256,289-square-foot building.

The plan is to tear down building 52 along the D wing, which is the soil science department.

"We could not operate if they tore the whole building down," said Pam Carsons, budget analyst for the College of Science and Mathematics. For that reason, they are only tearing down a portion of the building.

After the new building is completed, building 52 will be demolished and that central area will become a park, Carsons said.

Construction will not begin on the project unless the next bond issue passes. Voting will take place in the next few months. No architect has been chosen for the project at this time.

Referendum
continued from page 1
important to make decisions that provide for the greatest amount of good for the greatest number of students, Valencia-Laver said. The greater reimbursement is included in the criteria and eligibility guide in regards to non-athletic activities and programs on the Web site on IRA policy. According to the document, "Greater consideration may be given to those programs with the largest participation of students directly and actively involved in the program (e.g., maximum benefit for maximum number of students)."

"There are all kinds of under-funded programs at Cal Poly, especially now," she said. "It just seems like bad timing, but not that it should not have been done at some time."

Vice Provost of academic programs and undergraduate education, David Conn said the results of the affirmative student vote in regards to the athletic referendum will free up money for non-athletic purposes. Specifically a $21,000 sum which was previously diverted from the marching band, he said.

Conn said the current situation in regards to IRA funding availability was not a surprise. Due to a planned reduction of IRA general reserves, an increase in the number of applicants, and an increase in the amount of money requested, planners realized they would have this situation over time, he said.

The colleges now have the option of adapting to decreased funding, proposing another fee increase or drawing from college based fees to support instructionally related activities.

The College of Liberal Arts faces a significant decrease in the amount of money available through IRA funds. The college's 2003-04 approved IRA budget was $146,036. The 2004-05 is about $77,000, said CLA Dean Harry Hellenbrand.

One implication of this decrease is that "there will be fewer student activities on campus with performing arts," he said.

"There's only so much to go around," Hellenbrand said. "Athletics desperately needs the money that it has gotten through the fee increase, just like everyone else, he said.

Vice Provost of Academic Programs and Undergraduate, David Conn said that if students are concerned about the IRA situation they are encouraged to let his office know so they can incorporate these concerns into future planning.

For more information about IRA fee allocations visit: www.academics.calpoly.edu/IRA/ndex.html

YARD SALE FUNDRAISER!

BAJA FRESH
MEXICAN GRILL
&
POLY HOUSE PROJECT
Cal Poly Community Service Project
HELP EARN IMPORTANT DOLLARS FOR OUR ORGANIZATION!

GET TOGETHER WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS TO HELP US, WHILE YOU HELP YOURSELF TO SOME GREAT FOOD - WITH AN EVENT LIKE THIS, EVERY WING WHEN YOU COME INTO THE LOCATION LISTED BELOW AND BRING IN THIS FLYER, BAJA FRESH WILL DONATE 15% OF THE PROCEEDS TO OUR ORGANIZATION.

WHERE: BAJA FRESH 1085 HIGUERA ST, SLO
DATE: FRIDAY, APRIL 30TH, 2004
TIME: 5 PM - 9 PM

Get Involved
Phlebotomist

Free BBQ Lunch for All Donors
May 3rd Mott Lawn 10-1 pm
Presented by: Tri Counties Blood Bank and Delta Sigma Pi
SAN DIEGO — Two San Diego County women were indicted on federal conspiracy charges of operating a pyramid scheme disguised as a program for women's empowerment.

The 12-count indictment filed Wednesday against Rozann Sweeney, 60, and Carolyn Freisniuth, 50, included charges of mail and wire fraud.

The schemes run by Sweeney and Freisniuth were called The Garden Circle, The Garden, Women Empowering Women, Feminine Philanthropy/Philanthropic Circle, Prosper Forever and Pay it Forward. U.S. Attorney Carol Lam said Wednesday.

Pyramid schemes promise investors that they will receive money paid by new members.

Sweeney made $260,000 from the pyramid schemes during 2001 and 2002, according to the indictment.

Both women face five years in prison and a $250,000 fine on each count.

SACRAMENTO — Employers who violate equal pay requirements for men and women could be hit with sharply higher fines under legislation approved Thursday by the California Assembly.

The bill by Assemblywoman Jenny Otero, D-Long Beach, was sent to the state Senate by a 41-22 vote, the bare majority needed to clear the 80-member Assembly.

State law bars employers from paying men and women different wages for equal work on jobs performed under similar working conditions and requiring equal skill, effort and responsibility.

Violations can result in employers being required to pay twice the lost wages plus interest to employees who were discriminated against.

LOS ANGELES — More than half of the nation's population lives in counties blanketed by hazardous levels of smog, many of which are located in California, according to an American Lung Association report released Thursday.

The annual study says about 159 million Americans, or 55 percent of the country, reside in 441 counties threatened by air that is heavily polluted with ozone or tiny particles, known as particle matter.

The report, which was released after the Cancer Institute called highways and sunny climate, retains its notoriety for poor air quality, holding a majority of the top 10 worst-polluted counties. The Los Angeles metropolitan region placed at the top for most ozone pollution for the fifth consecutive year.

— Associated Press
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Success didn't go to his head, it went to his neighbor.

— Cadrc

COMING SOON TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE

State Briefs

National Briefs

WASHINGTON — President Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney spent more than three hours behind closed doors Thursday with the Sept. 11 commission charged with finding ways to prevent a repeat of the worst terrorist attack in American history.

"I answered every question they asked," Bush said.

Bush declined to disclose details of the Oval Office discussion, saying the commissioners would incorporate his and Cheney's comments in their final report, set for release about three months before the November election.

WASHINGTON — A national monument to the 16 million U.S. men and women who served during World War II opened to the public Thursday, giving veterans of that era a sense of recognition some say was long overdue but well worth the wait.

"It is beautiful," declared World War II veteran and former Marine George Lynch. "To see this memorial after all these years is absolutely marvelous."

WASHINGTON — The State Department reported Thursday there were fewer international terrorist attacks last year than any time since 1969. Though Bush administration officials frequently refer to Iraqi insurgents as terrorists, most attacks in Iraq were not considered international terrorism because they were directed at combatants, the report said.

"Increasingly, the line between insurgency and terrorism has been blurred by anti-coalition attacks that have included suicide car bombings at police stations, an Italian military police base and the headquarters of the International Red Cross," the State Department said in its annual report on terrorism.

The 181-page Patterns of Global Terrorism Report offered a country-by-country review of terrorist attacks and cooperation in fighting terrorism.

SOMERVILLE, N.J. — Former nurse Charles Cullen pleaded guilty Thursday to murdering 13 patients and attempting to kill two others at hospitals in two states.

The deal with prosecutors spares him from the death penalty.

The plea was the first from Cullen, who said last December that he had killed between 30 and 40 patients during the 16 years he worked as a nurse at 10 hospitals in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

— Associated Press

World Briefs

FALLUJAH, Iraq — Marines and former Iraqi generals were negotiating a pullback of U.S. forces from Fallujah, and a U.S. commander said Thursday a tentative deal on ending the siege had been reached. But a Pentagon official said the agreement was still not final.

Elsewhere, 10 U.S. soldiers were killed, including eight in a car bombing south of Baghdad. Two were killed in a comvoy attack in Baghdad'sSadr City, and nine were wounded.

San Luis Properties

Kimberly Conti

Broker-Associate

539 Marsh St. • SLO • 783-4426

Call Kim Today For All of Your Housing Needs!

Century 21

San Luis Properties

Qualifications (some or all): C++ and/or Java experience; Good communication skills; Self-starter; Method of payment; GUI experience; Communications experience (sockets, TCP/IP) desirable; WIN Systems 32 Programming Experience.

The primary interests of the Collaborative Agent Design (CAD) Research Center focus on the development of distributed agent systems. These systems integrate the concepts of cooperative decision-making, agent technology, distributed computing, and multi-media to create application environments.

We are looking for students who would like to work with us 20 hours per week for at least one year and preferably longer, who are able to work off campus and participate in stand summer programs. They will pick up an application or send out an application from $9.00 to $17.00 an hour, depending on knowledge and experience.

http://www.cadrc.calpoly.edu
Least romantic places in SLO

Devin Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY

San Luis Obispo is often glamorized with its lush, rolling green hills, the summits of its surrounding peaks, the romantic dining of restaurants like 1865, the dark, come-hither seduction of the bar Blue, or the quiet, moonlit beaches of Avila. But alas, that is not what we are here to discuss today. We want to find what no good couple should: the least romantic places in San Luis Obispo. Places where no date should ever occur. Places that if a connection is made there, that is exactly where it should stay.

1. The bus
First of all, let it be said that I do ride the bus. If it’s an early morning, everybody usually looks like hell. They shuffle their feet to the bus door and somberly scan their card with a muted “thank you” to the bus driver. Everyone sits down, staring at either the floor or out the window, waiting for the misery of the ride to end. If people are talking, the conversations are usually dreadful. Here’s an example after the 6a stops at the Valencia housing complex. “I almost didn’t come to school today. There was a ‘Star Trek Deep Space Nine’ marathon on.” His friend replies, “I know, I saw that. I almost stayed home, too.” He says this as he holds a comic book in his hand.

“Sometimes there are some cute girls on the bus,” political science junior Matt Kramer said, “but if she’s on the bus, she could have some problems. Even if I think about going up to talk to her, I realize I’m on the bus as well, and she’s probably thinking the same thing.”

The on-campus dining establishment near the Sierra Madre residence hall ranks No. 2 on our list. The place is darkly lit and not in that come-hither way. Or maybe it’s the food: Macaroni and cheese and green beans don’t exactly reek of romance.

2. ATC’s ‘Around the World (La La La)’
ATC’s ‘Around the World (La La La)’ is the only reason anyone ever goes here is for the lasting relationship will never spawn from any of these locations. The only outcome is a walk of shame and maybe if you’re lucky, a good story to tell.

3. The Library
No not the Robert E. Kennedy library on campus, but rather the small, deary bar downtown. This place is more or less the meat-market of San Luis Obispo where people go just to check out how others are looking, dry-hump on the mini-dance floor and maybe get a little bit of action.

4. Taj Palace
Granted, the Taj Palace does have the ambiance of a romantic place. It’s darkly lit, with quiet Indian beats playing in the background. It’s even got tapestries adorning the walls. Yet what is truly unromantic about this place is the food.

“This might be the (least) restaurant I would ever take my girl friend,” civil engineering junior Robert Moody said. “I can see it now: We’re both gagging on mystery head and avoid them if you’re looking for that special someone; a long-term relationship is not going to begin here.”

5. The Gradate
It truly cannot get any less romantic than San Luis Obispo’s famed 18-and-over Hump Night at The Gradate. Unless you’re coming with a significant other for a good laugh, this is not the place for a date or to meet anyone. Let’s face it, the only reason anyone ever goes here is because you aren’t able to go downtown. It has that junior high prom feel with the flashing screens saying “Happy Birthday Jody!” and the video games surrounding the dance floor. But the truly unromantic feature of The Gradate is the clientele, which might be the sleaziest anywhere in San Luis Obispo. Some women feel like they are being assaulted and are constantly creeped out by the scary, old men gyrating in the corner by themselves.

“I hate when a strange guy just comes up behind me and just starts grinding against me without my consent,” theater junior Michele Cannon said. “… As for the old men, I’m fine with them as long as they don’t try a sneak attack on my ass.”

Keep these five places in your head and avoid them if you’re looking for that special someone; a long-lasting relationship will never spawn from any of these locations. The only outcome is a walk of shame and maybe if you’re lucky, a good story to tell.

Friday
Creekside Lanes - Atascadero
Linnaea’s Café
SLO Brew
Tortilla Flats
Mother’s Tavern
Latino Night - 18+
Mother’s Tavern
Latin Ska Night w/ Firme - $5 cover

Dancing w/ DJ Mel and DJ Phase - 21+
Band: Ras Danny - Cover $3 to $5

Hot music & dancing w/ Dj Fitz - 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

THE top 5 least Romantic places in San Luis Obispo

Deep Space Nine’ marathon on.” His friend replies, “I know, I saw that. I almost stayed home, too.” He says this as he holds a comic book in his hand.

“Sometimes there are some cute girls on the bus,” political science junior Matt Kramer said, “but if she’s on the bus, she could have some
By Karina Brown

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

"After 'X-Men' hit the box office, all the studios started buying up every comic property they could get their hands on," said Jason Lee's character Brodie in "Joy and Silent Bob Strike Back." Turns out he was right.

Some of us grew up reading comics like "The Punisher," "Batman" or "Hellboy," but many of us had no idea what they were until they came out on the big screen.

Now, big-time movie producers and stars like Ben Affleck, Halle Berry and Keanu Reeves are signing up to take part in the latest comic frenzy, which allows those who aren't comic fanatics to catch comic frenzy, which allows those who aren't comic fanatics to appreciate the story lines.

"I'm so happy that they are doing comic movies that are good now," said Rick Berg, manager of DeKalb's Graham Cracker Comics. "And it's not so much that they are good comic book movies; they're just good movies."

There always have been comic-based TV shows, like Batman with his action bubbles neatly labeled "BOOM!" and "POW!" And some movies, such as "The Road to Perdition," are based on comic books. Some past directors succeeded in making generic comic films like "Superman" in 1978 or "Batman" in 1989, with Dolph Lundgren playing the lead. It never made it to the big screen and is referred to as one of the biggest comic flops.

"He didn't even have the skill on his shirt that distinguishes his whole being," Berg said.

Now, it seems comic book movies have come out of the closet. "Spider-Man" ranked in the all-time leader for opening weekends at the box office at more than $114 million and went on to gross more than $600 million worldwide according to box-officio.com.

Comic book movies are making more money than ever before. Berg said current directors understand the stories because they jumped up with the comics and transported their appreciation to the big screen. But will this comic high steadily increase or eventually become exhausted?

"The bat suit does not have nip-plastic. Superman and Batman start the big screen. But will this comic theory has ties to fascism. "In the 1930s, we liked to think it was the Superman theory," said Jim Yeager, a communication graduate assistant and director of graduate studies.

"It's not just protection that appealed to a diverse audience. "Kids will want to see it because it has a lot of action and cool superheroes. Adults recognize the intricacy of the plots and have a second helping of the comics in the past," Yeager said.

Instead of saving the world, the comic heroes now focus on more realistic issues such as discrimination, faith and acceptance of self, Yeager said.

But no matter what comic Hollywood decides to produce next, Berg said he only has one request.

"I just want to them to be good. They increase sales when they're good," Berg said.
November 2003 to February 2004, the interviews for the Hoover hospital-feeding were held in a makeshift office, in a trailer next to the soon-to-be-opened restaurant. The female applicants said they were required by the manager to try on the Hooters uniform as a part of the interview. He told them to stand in a certain area of the room so that construction workers wouldn’t be able to see them undress, and then he took their picture. While the women believed they had privacy, his digital camera sitting on his desk filmed them.

Two women independently called the police, having the inkling that something wasn’t right about their interview. Police found 180 mpg files of video and audio recording of more than 82 women in various stages of undress on the manager’s office computer.

The manager has not been arrested, but a police investigation is currently underway and the female plaintiffs are suing Hooters for invasion of privacy, sexual discrimination and harassment and negligent supervision of a Hooters employee.

Here’s the question: Do Hooters women deserve less respect than other women because of their career choice? Do these women actually have a valid case?

It doesn’t matter if a woman is interviewing to be a Hooters waitress or a political consultant for the White House. No woman deserves to be sexually harassed or have her privacy invaded. Not one. Yes, these women are applying for a position where their looks are a part of their application, but no argument could validate videotaping them undressing.

Hooters restaurant claims that having applicants try on the uniform is not a part of company policy until after the women have been hired and trained. Police said Hooters has fired the manager and that his files and possession are in the hands of authorities. Hooters is as much at fault for hiring the sleazeball manager as the manager himself is at fault for videotaping the women.

“Representing the company,” media law professor John Soares said. “He’s an agent of Hooters and even though they might not condone his behavior, he’s still a representative of the company name and the company can be held responsible for hiring him.”

Soares said Hooters is going to have to dig up records showing they had no knowledge of any previous behavior of this kind from the manager. They are going to have to show that he was a good employee and that he had no previous sexual harassment incidents. Otherwise, Hooters can be held liable for negligence of hiring an employee.

These women did submit to getting naked in a trailer where the manager told them to dress in a specific spot. Doesn’t that diminish any expectation of privacy? According to legal standards, the answer is no.

Most people know that they could be watched getting undressed in a retail clothing store because there are signs warning people about shoplifting, and that there might be video cameras present. But these women applying for Hooters were given a designated area to change clothes and were told it was a part of the interview process, which would be unreasonable considering the restaurant. Although many women were told to stand in a certain area.

National average fighting a lawsuit. When he passed on, so did a little trailer. While the women believed they had privacy, his digital camera sitting on his desk filmed them.

When I first heard about the athletes for referendum, all I could think about was “it is about time.” I started playing sports at age 5 and continued all through high school and even tried out for the teams here, so I understand the hard work and dedication athletes put forth to be at the top of their game. It also takes money to run a quality program.

The following is an excerpt from Volume LXVII, No. 124 April 30, 2004 Mustang Daily.

Letters to the Editor

Pat Tilman became American hero Pat Tilman, a hero in every sense of the word, lost his life in Afghanistan. Pat gave up more than a million dollars a year in the NFL to fight for what he believed in. After the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, he and his brother John, a student here, decided to enlist in the Army Ranger program. I have the distinct pleasure and honor of knowing Kevin, who in just one year has taught me a lifetime of lessons. All of you can realize some important lessons after hearing Pat’s story. He stood up for what he believed in and fought for what he thought was right, not only for himself but others first. He gave up glory to defend freedom and bring justice to those responsible for our death. Pat, a true American hero who chose peace over deserts of dignity, respect, dedication and perseverance.

When he passed on, so did a little trailer. While the women believed they had privacy, his digital camera sitting on his desk filmed them.

When I first heard about the athletes for referendum, all I could think about was “it is about time.” I started playing sports at age 5 and continued all through high school and even tried out for the teams here, so I understand the hard work and dedication athletes put forth to be at the top of their game. It also takes money to run a quality program. However, as the day grew nearer, I was bombarded with stories about student athletes and coaches abusing potential voters and going to classes and telling them to vote “yes” or don’t vote. I always had the impression that student athletes should be the campus leaders. They should lead by example and always act in a positive manner. I voted no because I felt that student athletes and coaches on this campus did not live up to expectations about what being a student athlete means, and thus did not deserve my vote.

Being a student athlete means having pride in your school and the students who support you, not bash others who do not support you. You can get what you want. I feel the fee would have passed no matter what, because of all the positive things you can get from what you want. I feel the fee would have passed no matter what, because of all the positive things you can get from it.
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When I first heard about the athletes for referendum, all I could think about was “it is about time.” I started playing sports at age 5 and continued all through high school and even tried out for the teams here, so I understand the hard work and dedication athletes put forth to be at the top of their game. It also takes money to run a quality program. However, as the day grew nearer, I was bombarded with stories about student athletes and coaches abusing potential voters and going to classes and telling them to vote “yes” or don’t vote. I always had the impression that student athletes should be the campus leaders. They should lead by example and always act in a positive manner. I voted no because I felt that student athletes and coaches on this campus did not live up to expectations about what being a student athlete means, and thus did not deserve my vote.

Being a student athlete means having pride in your school and the students who support you, not bash others who do not support you. You can get what you want. I feel the fee would have passed no matter what, because of all the positive things you can get from what you want. I feel the fee would have passed no matter what, because of all the positive things you can get from it.
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### A higher level for Mustang stars?

Dan Watson

**MUSTANG DAILY**

Varnie Dennis still runs on the soft Pierce Beach sand to strengthen his leg and massage the pain of his scarred right knee. Shane Schilling still gets up early, pounds the weight room and shoots hoops wherever there's a ball and court.

They're two players on two paths, eyeing one goal.

A chance to play basketball for money, it's the dream of millions of kids.

Both Dennis and Schilling will enter the summer hoping it can become closer to reality than that.

When July begins, Schilling will be heading south for the Long Beach Pro-Am where scouts and agents drool over potential professionals.

Dennis, on the other hand, hopes his invitation comes from the NBA Pre-Draft Camp in Chicago.

"Coach Boomley has really been talking to the people who hold the pre-draft," Dennis said. "They contacted Kristal (Slover) in the training room, so it's a pretty good sign."

Both Dennis and Schilling don't care whether it's overseas or in the states, they just want to keep playing basketball.

The Pro-Am is a five-week league. Participants play two games a week and the season ends with a tournament where league participants can make their case for why they deserve to play in the NBA or overseas.

Schilling's routine hasn't changed. He still shoots around with his teammates and even plays games with them when there's an open gym at Mott Gym. On occasion he can be seen shooting around at the Rex Center.

Sharing in his workout has been former Mustang guard Jason Allen.

"I leaned around with the guys," Schilling said. "It's real casual. We'll get up and down the court trying to get a nice cardio in. I do a lot of stuff on my own though. I get up and work out."

If basketball doesn't work out, Schilling is interested in firefighting.

"A very close friend of mine is in a hot-shot crew in Los Padres," Schilling said. "He always talked about getting me in fire season on the hot-shot crew. So I'll go with basketball as long as I can, when it's all over I'll try to pursue firefighting."

Dennis, meanwhile, has garnered interest from the Golden State Warriors and Chicago Bulls have shown interest in him.

If Dennis attends the camp he will be joined by Cal State Fullerton's Pape Sow and friend David Harrison from Colorado University; an NBA prospect who Dennis scored 26 points against in a game two years ago.

Dennis already has experience playing with some of the best. Last summer he competed in an open gym setting with Steve Francis and other pros in Maryland.

Dennis admits that if he has any chance at the NBA it would be as a late-round pick or through free agency, but he considers playing overseas a viable option.

He looks forward to the challenge of competing against the best college and elite basketball players in the nation, especially without getting consistently double- and triple-teamed, which he regularly dealt with in a Mustang uniform.

"The goal is to do the best I can possible do. I think I can compete with some of the draft nominees. For now, I'll continue to get in shape, get strong and the sky's the limit."

If current plans don't work out, Dennis will have his business degree with him.

---

## Another tough series awaits

Crystal Phend

**MUSTANG DAILY**

After being swept last weekend by one of the Big West's perennial powers, the Cal Poly baseball team is being thrown back in the fire. They will travel to Cal State Fullerton this weekend for a three-game series in hopes of staying aloft, and over .500, in the Big West after a promising start to the season.

The No. 41 ranked Mustangs will face the No. 42 Titans at Goodwin Field Friday through Sunday.

The Long Beach State series was disappointing but the team isn't demoralized.

"It's a little setback, but we still have a chance to reach our goals," assistant coach Jesse Zepeda said.

"We need to go down to Fullerton and get back on track where we were before."

Starting catcher Cory Talion said he took the LBSU sweep as a learning experience.

"You ask to be put back in that situation so that next time you will succeed," he said. "We are a good ball team; we have the skills to go against anybody."

Cal State Fullerton holds a 42-20 advantage over Cal Poly in the 68 games they have played against each other since 1966. Last year the Titans swept the Mustangs at Bagger Stadium.

"Fullerton traditionally is a powerhouse team, it's not really any different this year," senior right fielder Tieghe Tietje said. "They are a team that finds ways to win big games and now that it's league, they are pretty much all big games."

"Even so, morale is good. The Mustangs are ready to take their chances."

"We think offensively and defensively we are both pretty similar," Tietje said. "Cal Poly's current .319 batting average is second only to Cal State Fullerton's .328 in the Big West. The Titans are No. 4 in fielding (.969) and No. 5 in pitching (4.23 ERA)."

"We scored more runs off (Long Beach State') Weaver than anybody else all year," Tietje said. "We proved to ourselves that no matter who is on the mound, we can hit them."

Although the Titans have the edge on paper, anything can happen once the teams take the field.

"We at least have a chance and that's all you can ask for," Zepeda said.

---

## Detroit what!? Tigers stomped by Anaheim

DETROIT (AP) — Vladimir Guerrero sure impressed Detroit pitcher Nate Robertson.

"If you threw a slider down and he hit it out of the park," Robertson said. "I threw a fastball in right where I wanted it, and he didn't even hit it that good for him and he doubled in the first. He's a great hitter. He can hit anything."

It sure looked that way Thursday.

Guerrero homered, doubled and singled twice in the Anaheim Angels' 12-3 win over the Tigers. He left the game after striking out in the seventh inning.

It was the first time Guerrero had four hits in a game since Sept. 14, 2003, when he was playing for Montreal and hit for the cycle against the New York Mets.

"He's just not normal," Detroit manager Jim Leyland said. "He's a great bad-ball hitter, maybe one of the best of all time. Not only does he hit for singles, he's a 3-3 hitter. This guy, he's in the elite category. Today he certainly shined."

So did Anaheim, which won for the fifth time in six games.

The Angels scored seven of eight runs in the big inning off Robertson (1-3). Robertson was tagged for nine runs and eight hits in 3 1/3 innings.

Jarrod Washburn (4-1), who walked five in his last out, pitched eight innings, allowing three runs and nine hits while striking out six and walking none. He won his third consecutive start.

---

### SCORERS

**Baseball @ Cal St. Fullerton**

Fri., April 30

Game 1 - 3:00 Shadow 1

Game 2 - 6:00 Shadow 2

**Baseball vs. Cal State Northridge**

Sat., May 1

Game 1 - 2:30 Shadow 1

Game 2 - 6:00 Shadow 2

**Baseball vs. UC Irvine**

Sat., May 8

Game 1 - 2:30 Shadow 1

Game 2 - 6:00 Shadow 2

**Softball vs. Cal State Fullerton**

Sat., May 8

Game 1 - 2:30 Shadow 1

Game 2 - 6:00 Shadow 2

---

**Daily Oakland Herald**

What other city beside Chicago has a Wrigley Field?

Yesterday's answer: Los Angeles - also had a Wrigley Field.

Tomorrow's answer: San Francisco - also had a Wrigley Field.

Sports editor Sean Martin can be reached at 756-1796 or mustangdaily@nysj.com.